Notes: Words - Efficiency, Rochester Club

Tarbell, Ida M.
Wage & efficiency
Industrial development
Principles - culture, general
Appraiser - not only on labor
Management
Appraiser in Govt. - social work
Experience of V. in War
Human nature
II. Apprenticeship - criticism
Apprentice at criticism of Dept. criticism
II. Summer of application - law of
poem:
be 

s 3:5

II. Law & all will be well.

safety
III. Discipline
Indulgence
Industrial communication
employee elite a found: 

1. employ -
   2. strike -
   3. cut down.

2. The Ida M. Tarbell Collection, 1890-1944, Allegheny College Pelletier Library

3. Employment -
Making life less interesting.
Not an easy time.
Advantages new ideas — new relations.
Life like Mountaineer — Climbing.
Not a Sophisticate — an elixir.
Mute effect — silent depth.
Mute — a Medicine man's elixir.
Efficiency poor — vice.
Amphar — equivalent — Munich.
Stanley — Stalebit — cumberin — oh.
nulla, undique. Ex humana aequabilitate iudicium aequale est.